**MINUTES**

**ASH Redesign Hospital Clinical Strategies Work Group**

Thursday, April 16, 2020 • 11:00-12:00pm • Conference Call

---

**Agenda**

1) Welcome
2) Discuss preliminary charges
3) Brainstorm list of recommendations
4) Close

**Attendees**

Stacey Thompson, Allen Schlinke, Mari Robinson, Sydney Harris, Brandy Hart, Deborah Cohen, Regina Thompson, Marshall Smith, Stephen Sonnenberg, Sunila Levi, Kat Jones, Alison Barajas

**Minutes**

*Welcome*

Chair welcomed the group and reviewed the agenda.

*Discuss preliminary charges*

Chair reviewed the ASH Redesign Hospital Clinical Strategies Work Group document which included suggested charges and principals which will lead to strategies and recommendations from the group. The group did not have questions about the document that will be used. The three suggested charges were reviewed. All charges will be sent out to the group for final review and approval with the meeting minutes.

*Brainstorm list of recommendations*

The group discussed the best way to identify and prioritize potential recommendations. The group also discussed the other work groups process and progress. A member provided an example of how a recommendation would be fleshed out using the outline provided to the group.

**Action Items:**

1) A member will share the goals from all of the current work groups.
2) Chair and a member will adjust the charges as suggested by the group and share for final approval.
3) Group to consider what would create an efficient recommendation based on the charges prior to next meeting.